










 



 



Welcome to the Print-and-Play version of 

the Kaiju Expansion of Japanese: The Game! 

This deck will teach you some helpful vocabulary for conversing about the 

otherworldly monsters that beset Tokyo from time to time. The awesome Japanese 

monster art is by the professional Japanese monster artist Micah Hornung. You get 

some sweet words such as Radioactive, Godzilla, Attacks, and Buildings. This may 

be the best deck of vocabulary cards for describing Japanese monster lifestyle in 

the world, and now you have it! Congratulations. 

There are some interesting particles in this deck, especially YORI (used for drawing 

comparisons) and YA (the Japanese answer to the Latin “et cetera”). Please note: 

you don’t have to have other nouns in the sentence with either of these. They can 

mark the subject of the sentence with implied companion nouns. Marking only 

one NOUN with YA still means “etc.” and marking only one noun with YORI can 

help create a sentence such as “(It) is bigger than Gamera.” 

There is a 2-point bonus available in this deck for making the sentence, “Radioactive monsters devour Tokyo.” That 

point bonus will remain while the sentence is unchanged. You lose it as soon as you (or an opponent) eliminate any 

part of the sentence. But you still get 2 Turn Points to help you eliminate opponents’ cards for making the sentence. 

Enjoy the deck and let me know what you think! You can get a hold of me at  

 Bernhard@JapaneseTheGame.com 

 Facebook.com/JapaneseTheGame 

 Twitter: @JapaneseTheGame 

 G+: google.com/+JapaneseTheGame 

And of course you can buy new decks and expansions on the website, JapaneseTheGame.com: 

 

Sincerely, 

Bernhard Hamaker 

 

 

CREDITS: 

Created by Bernhard Hamaker - Art by Micah Hornung - Japanese editing and most example sentences by Taka Yanagita 

ABOUT PRINTING THIS 

EXPANSION: 

This set of sheets is formatted to 

run perfectly on 8.5” x 11” 

(“letter”) paper. If you use size 

A4, just make sure that you print 

it at 100% size, with no stretch, 

centered. It should come out just 

fine. A lot of PnP users only print 

the cards on one side and sleeve 

them. If you choose to print 

them double-sided, the card 

backs are on page 7 of this PDF. I 

recommend a stiff cardstock with 

a clay coating. I print my own 

PnP copies on 110 Lb cardstock 

with a clay coating of 198.9 gsm, 

but thicker paper is better. 

 


